Analysis of survival and cause of death statistics for mice under single and duration-of-life gamma irradiation.
The late effects of protracted exposure to low levels of external radiation continue to be a matter of operational concern in long-range space flight. Studies have been carried out on young adult mice exposed to daily levels of 60Co gamma irradiation ranging from 0.3 to over 30 R day-1. The lowest level is comparable with the occupational maximum permissible dose for the atomic energy industry. There is little evidence of life shortening at that level, but as exposure increases, there is an exponential decline in life expectancy. The life-shortening coefficient is approximately 4 days/100 R accumulated or 4% R-1 day-1. When life-shortening is < or = 15%, all of the increased mortality can be attributed to radiation-induced increases in death rates from neoplastic diseases, including various forms of leukemia and pulmonary tumors. Age-specific death rates for mice dying of all other causes remain the same as the controls throughout life, at the lowest doses. A non-neoplastic disease component of excess mortality rate emerges at 6 R day-1 and above. The risk of death from all and specific causes following single exposures compared with protracted lifetime irradiation shows a clear effect of protraction. Leukemia death rates are reduced by a factor of 5 or more at all daily exposure levels below 20-30 R day-1. Risks for other causes of death are also reduced, but to a variable degree.